OPTION FORM

KV IIT GUWAHATI
SCIENCE OPTION FORM

NAME OF THE STUDENT :
CLASS X MARKS AND PERCENTAGE :
Tick OR Write the Choice of Combination of Subjects:
SUBJECTS :
ENGLISH :
PHYSICS :
CHEMISTRY :
MATHS / BIO-TECH / HINDI / IP :
BIO / CS / BIO-TECH :
PHYSICAL EDUCATION :

Sign of Parent/Guardian Sign of Student: Sign of Principal

Sign of Class Teacher :

KV IIT GUWAHATI
HUMANITIES OPTION FORM

NAME OF THE STUDENT :
CLASS X MARKS AND PERCENTAGE :
Tick OR Write the Choice of Combination of Subjects:
SUBJECTS :
ENGLISH
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS/POL.SCIENCE
HINDI / PAINTING
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Sign of Parent/Guardian Sign of Student:

Sign of Class Teacher :

Sign of Principal
NAME OF THE STUDENT:
CLASS X MARKS AND PERCENTAGE:
Tick OR Write the Choice of Combination
of Subjects:

SUBJECTS:

ENGLISH
ACCOUNTANCY
BUSINESS STUDIES
ECONOMICS
MATH / IP / HINDI

PHYSICAL EDUCATION /

Sign of Parent/Guardian

Sign of Student:

Sign of Class Teacher:

Sign of Principal